Eco Hot Valve (EHV) INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Also watch video Instructions at hotwaterfast.green
1.
2.
3.
4.

Put a towel on the floor and get your 8” Crescent Wrench ready
Turn off hot and cold water supply valves under sink.
Remove bottom end of cold supply hose from cold supply valve.
Connect bottom end of cold supply hose to the top cold port adapter of the “ECOHOT valve”(EHV) Cold end of EHV is marked with a “C”.
5. NOTE FOR METAL FITTINGS: Finger tighten first, then tighten 1/4 turn with a
crescent wrench. Over tightening causes leaks!
6. NOTE FOR PLASTIC PUSH FITTINGS: Finger tighten only. Do NOT use tools on
push fittings!
7. Remove bottom end of hot water supply hose from the hot water supply valve.
8. Connect bottom end of hot water supply hose to the top hot port adapter of the EHV.
The hot end of the EHV is marked with an “H”
9. Screw the 1/2” ends of the supply hoses (Included with EHV System) to the 1/2” end
ports of your EHV. (see Video and diagram)
10. Screw the 3/8” end of the Hot supply hose to the existing Hot water valve under
your sink.
11. Screw the 3/8” end of the Cold supply hose to the existing Cold water valve under
your sink.
12. NOTE: The “ECO-HOT Valve” will be supported by the hoses but you may choose
to use your own screws (not included) to support it using the three mounting holes in
the EHV. See video instructions at; hotwaterfast.green)
13. Turn off your toilet’s water supply valve.
14. remove hose from water supply valve and from toilet tank connection. ( With the
EHV, this hose will no longer be necessary)
15. Finger tighten the 7/8” ball cock x 3/8” push fitting adapter onto your toilet tank water
inlet connection. (do not use tools)
16. IMPORTANT: before connecting the push fittings, make sure that the tube is run in
your desired position. Look to make sure you are happy with the final position of the
tube. You can not remove the tube from the push fittings without a special tool.
17. Now that your sure of the final tube position; insert the 3/8” tube into the push fitting
on the center of the EHV.
18. Before cutting the other end of the tube, hold it in the final position to ensure that it
is long enough. Mark and cut the end Squarely and smoothly. Be sure not to
damage or scratch the tube as this will cause leaks.
19. NOTE: You may want to leave a few extra inches and measure twice to be sure it’s
long enough.
20. NOTE: Cutting the tube is not necessary. If you prefer to coil excess tube under the
sink, you can secure it with a zip tie or string.
21. When you are sure everything is connected and routed the way you want it; Push
the 3/8” tube into your 7/8” ballcock x 3/8” PUSH Fitting on the toilet tank.

22. Turn on the Hot and Cold water supply valves under your sink. Carefully look and
listen for leaks. Use a dry paper towel to wipe around all connections to check for
moisture then wait five minutes and wipe all connections again with a dry paper
towel to ensure that there are no leaks.
23.
NOTE: DO NOT turn your toilet water supply valve on.
NOTE: If you do find a leak; A) Metal fittings tighten the fitting only 1/8 turn with the
crescent wrench, dry the fitting and check again with a paper towel,
B) Plastic fittings; tighten the fitting only 1/8 turn with your fingers, do not use tools, dry
the fitting and check again with a paper towel.
This process is very important, Over tightening causes leaks.
NOTE: If the 3/8” O.D. tube going to your toilet needs to go under the floor, through
walls, ceiling or any place where rodents may live; you will need to use Copper 3/8”
tube (not included in Kit) to prevent rodent damage to tube.
(you may need to contact your plumbing professional)
CONGRATULATIONS ! INSTALLATION COMPLETE !
you will now get hot water fast to your sink, shower, and every point of hot water use
between the valve and your water heater, every time your tank fills!

